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Welcome to Eco-Stewards’ Earth Day 2021 Pilgrimage in Place!

We’re so glad you’ve joined us here in the place you (currently) call home. For Earth Day this year,
we wanted to pilgrimage together despite our geographic separation by grounding ourselves in the
celebration of  Creation in each of  our home watersheds.Through the pandemic and social upheaval
of  the past year, many of  us have established newroutines, new ways of  thinking, and new spiritual
practices that we hope to draw upon for this activity, which we are calling a “pilgrimage in place.”

Usually, spring marks a time when Eco-Stewards is busy planning for young adults to gather in a
particular watershed for a shared, week-long pilgrimage of  inquiry, prayer, storytelling and
exploration alongside people of  faith who are seekingenvironmental justice in their place. In our
second year of  such in-person pilgrimages being sidelinedby the pandemic, Eco-Stewards will
continue offering virtual “Connect & Reflect” gatherings to our wider community with a focus on
the themes of  “pilgrimage” and “place” as rooted inCeltic Christianity and its emphasis on everyday
encounters with the Spirit of  God through Nature andcommunity.

What does it mean to “pilgrimage in place”? The short answer is to take a prayerful walk
through your neighborhood. We invite you, in the days leading up to Earth Day (April 22), to simply
take time to walk and observe Creation around where you live. There are no rules, so we want you to
be creative! Your walk can be your daily morning route through the neighborhood or a new spot
you’ve been wanting to visit, a 30-minute stroll between classes or an hours-long walk after work, or
a meditative visit to simply be still just outside your doorway. You can choose to walk the whole time
or stop and nestle into a particular spot.

Take a notebook, sketchpad or camera with you if  youwish and have fun! There is no right or
wrong way to take your pilgrimage in place. Experience Creation in this season of  change and we
look forward to hearing about what you experience when we gather to Connect & Reflect on Zoom
on Earth Day (April 22) at 8:15pm EDT/7:15pm CDT/6:15pm MDT/5:15pm PDT/2:15pm HST.
You are also welcome to post any photos or thoughts on our Eco-Stewards Program Facebook
page.

As you pilgrimage in place, keep in mind 3 things, as your observe, listen and pay attention:

What is blooming, coming to life, and gives you hope?

What is dying, fading, or is going out of  season?

Notice what your senses—sight, touch, smell, hearing—are picking up. What are you feeling about your environment
or through your environment? Take note, mentally or on paper, of  the emotions that stand out to you.
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Reflection Guide for Your Pilgrimage in Place

1. As you start your pilgrimage, try to quiet your mind of  the demands put on your time and
attention. Focus on the route or place you have chosen and the scenery around you: Is it
familiar? Has anything changed since the last time you were there? If  it’s a new place, what
do you see?

Take a moment to read this verse and observe your surroundings.

Psalm 104:24
O Holy One, how manifold are your works!

In wisdom you have made them all;
the earth is full of  your creatures.

Notes:

2. Spring is a season of  growth and renewal. Listen to the birds, notice plant life and growing
buds, watch bugs as they explore. Ponder how God brings life out of  the cold depths of
winter both in nature and in our lives. The past year has been difficult in so many ways. Take
heart. Spring is here!

Take a moment to read this verse and consider:
What is blooming, coming to life, and gives you hope?

Isaiah 43:19
I am about to do a new thing;

now it springs forth, do you not perceive it?
I will make a way in the wilderness

and rivers in the desert.

Notes:
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3. With new life also comes mourning the old, the fading, the dying. Though we are filled with
the hope of  spring, we should acknowledge life that is making its exit—signs of  winter, such
as fallen, dead leaves and fallow gardens; perhaps even snow. Take a moment to thank them
for their part in the cycle of  seasons.

Take a moment to read this verse and consider:
What is dying, fading, or going out of  season?

Ecclesiastes 12:7
and the dust returns to the earth as it was,
and the breath returns to God who gave it.

Notes:

4. Now that you have completed your pilgrimage, take note of  any emotions that came to the
surface. Sadness, happiness, hope, mourning, uncertainty…

Take a moment to read this verse and consider:
What are you feeling about your environment or through your environment?

Psalm 139:23
Search me, O God, and know my heart;

test me and know my thoughts.

Notes:

5. Closing Prayer from “Celtic Benediction, Morning and Night Prayer” by J. Philip Newell
In the beginning, O God, when the firm earth emerged from the waters of  life, you saw that it was good.The fertile

ground was moist, the seed was strong and earth’s profusion of  color and scent was born. Awaken my sensesthis day to
the goodness that still stems from Eden. Awaken my senses to the goodness that can still spring forth in me and in all

that has life. Amen.
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